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Abstract 

The combination of  lexically-based phonology (Bybee, 2001) and entrenchment 

predict that early-learned vocabulary items are less accurate than late-learned or new 

vocabulary items because learners assign L1 phonetics to target lexicon. After acquisition 

of L2 phones occurs, learners assign L2 forms to new vocabulary. Because early-learned 

words are susceptible to entrenchment compared to late-learned words, mispronunciations 

become entrenched with these items. The hypothesis tested in this pilot study is that early-

learned vocabulary items (learned before the acquisition of Spanish phonemes different 

from L1 phonemes) will be more L1-like than vocabulary items learned after phonological 

acquisition of the phones in question has taken place due to entrenchment. This study looks 

at the L2 Spanish rhotic accuracy of ten learners at the intermediate level, comparing 

accuracy rates among early-learned words and late-learned/new words. Results of related 

samples Wilcoxon signed ranks tests show that while trills in late-learned/new words are 

more accurately produced than in early-learned words, this difference is not significant. 

Taps are produced with higher accuracy in early-learned words. These results suggest that 

learners have began to overcome entrenchment for taps (since they are more frequent in the 

input than trills), but that entrenchment of mispronunciation is still evident for trills. These 

results also suggest that phonetic instruction and practice from an early point in L2 

acquisition may be important to disrupt entrenchment of L1-like pronunciations of Spanish 

rhotics in learners’ developing L2 phonological system. 
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1.  Introduction 

The acquisition of phonology by second language learners can prove to be difficult 

and frustrating for a variety of reasons. Articulatory conventions may be substantially 

different between a first language (L1) and a second language (L2). If L2 phonetics are 

similar to L1 phonetics, L2 phonological systems may be divided differently than the L1 

system in terms of phonemic boundaries and allophonic alternations. In addition, 

typologically marked forms may exist in the L2 and not in the L1, which may also lead to 

difficulty in acquisition (Best, 1995; Brown, 2000; Carlisle, 1988). While this list may be 

the most obvious of the reasons for the difficulty in acquisition (including perceptual and 

productive issues), there are surely other factors that contribute to the difficulty of L2 

phonological acquisition. 

While phonological acquisition may be difficult, a certain level of phonological 

acquisition is necessary in learning a L2. Unfortunately, the investigation of L2 

morphological and syntactic acquisition has overshadowed L2 phonological acquisition 

throughout the short history of second language acquisition as a field of empirical research 

(Pennington, 1992). Recently there has been an upsurge in L2 phonological studies (R. 

Ellis, 2008). Researchers have investigated the effects that typological differences, cross-

linguistic markedness, and perceptual similarity have on L2 phonological acquisition. 

Within the acquisition of L2 Spanish phonology, researchers have investigated L1 English 

speakers learning Spanish in terms of more specific phonological features such as specific 

segments (e.g., Face, 2006; Hurtado & Estrada, 2010; Olsen, 2010; Rose, 2010 for rhotics) 

and articulation (e.g., Colantoni & Steele, 2008; Olsen, 2010). Other investigators have 
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explored phonological instruction (e.g., Arteaga, 2000; Lord, 2005; Trofimovich & 

Gatbonton, 2006) among other phonological focuses.  

 Although research in L2 Spanish phonological acquisition is off on a good step, 

much more is necessary to understand how L1 English speakers acquire L2 Spanish. As far 

as I am aware, nobody has tested the effects that predictions made by a lexically-based 

phonological representation (Bybee, 2001) and entrenchment (N. C. Ellis, 2008; Lowie & 

Verspoor, 2004) have on L2 Spanish phonological acquisition. In this paper, I explain the 

predictions that these theoretical concepts in combination make on the acquisition of 

Spanish phonology. The hypothesis that I explore, based on Bybee’s (2001) theory of 

lexically-based phonological representation, is that early-learned vocabulary items (learned 

before the acquisition of Spanish phonemes different from L1 phonemes) will be more L1-

like than vocabulary items learned after phonological acquisition of the phones in question 

has taken place due to entrenchment. 

 The presentation of a pilot study conducted to test the applicability of a lexically-

based phonological representation in explaining L2 phonology acquisition taking 

entrenchment into consideration follows a discussion of the theoretical concepts involved. 

A discussion of the results and possible pedagogical implications are then presented. 

Conclusions of this study will then be presented along with further research suggestions. 

 

2. Lexically-based phonology 

Phonological theory in generative linguistics parallels generative syntactic theory in 

the sense that speakers articulate different phonic realizations that have passed through a 

series of structure changing rules, which usually depend on the phonetic environment 
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surrounding the target, whose input is abstract underlying representations called phonemes 

(Hayes, 2009). Other, more functionalistic views on phonology have repudiated the 

existence of rule-based phonological systems and have explained phonology in terms of the 

meaning that distinctive phonic material serves to convey (Akamatsu, 1992). While this is 

also inherent in generative theories, functional phonology does not necessarily depend on 

phonological rules to explain opposition between phonemes and rule-based neutralization.  

These phenomena are more phonetically motivated and the emphasis is the communicative 

value of phonetic differences. 

Naturally, a phonological theory that emphasizes the use of phonic material to 

convey meaning is intimately linked to morphology and, by extension, lexical items. 

Generative accounts of phonology have also, incorporated lexical indexes, minor rules 

(Hayes, 2009), or morphologically-based strata, as in lexical phonology and morphology 

(Kiparsky, 1982) to explain exceptions to rules. These lexical indexes essentially dictate 

whether the rule applies to the particular lexical item or not. Optimality Theory (Prince & 

Smolensky, 2004) eliminates rules by focusing on universal constraints that dictate what 

underlying representation surfaces rather than on rules that change those underlying 

representations. However, as shown by Pater (2000), to account for lexically-based 

exceptions, additional constraints must be posited. 

In a study within an optimality theoretical framework by Pater (2000), he posits that 

some constraints are multiply instantiated. Constraints involving secondary stress 

preservation have two different versions—one general version and one lexically specific 

version. Pater posits these constraints to explain the lexically specific realizations of non-

changing stress patterns with suffixes that normally change secondary stress (e.g., 
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conde�mn-co�nde�mna�tion as opposed to tra�nsfo�rm-tra�nsforma�tion). Just as other generative 

theories of phonology must add lexical indexes or different strata that are lexically specific, 

the addition of lexically specific constraints is necessary in Optimality Theory to account 

for natural language data. 

Bybee (2001) offers an alternative theoretical point of view that claims that 

phonological information is stored as part of the lexical representation of each word. While 

generative accounts posit rules that govern predictable information, Bybee asserts that 

predictable information need not be rule governed. In other words, although allophonic 

variants are predictable, they are still stored based on the speakers experience with those 

words. Bybee shows that vowel nasalization in English is predictable since nasalized 

vowels are phonetic realizations of the orthographic string VN (vowel + nasal consonant) 

before voiceless consonants as in [læ�p] lamp. However, although predictable, speakers 

actually treat these nasalized vowels as if they were contrastive, relying on the differences 

between vocalized vowels and actual VN strings (which are realized before voiced 

consonants) when distinguishing words like [æ�ple] ample and [æ�mble] amble (Bybee’s 

examples, p. 44). According to Bybee, English vowel length shows another example of 

predictable information that speakers use for contrastive purposes. 

Another argument that Bybee (2001) uses to support her claim of lexically-based 

phonology is that variation patterns evident in diachronic phonetic change affects 

predictable material to different extents. Bybee states that sound change is known to diffuse 

through the lexicon, affecting some words and not others at early stages of sound change. 

Because of the gradual nature of sound change across a range of lexical items, phonological 

information must be stored in lexical representations; otherwise, sound change involving 
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predictable material would affect all words with the same predictable pattern. Bybee gives 

an example of this phenomenon in what is known as schwa deletion (the deletion of schwa 

in post-stress position before word-medial /r/, /l/, or /n/). According to Bybee, this trend is 

more extensive in more frequent words than in less frequent words. Figure (1) shows an 

example of this trend taken from Bybee (2001, p. 42). 

(1) 

(i)  every is consistently a two-syllable word; that is, it has nonsyllabic 
[r]. 

(ii) memory is variably pronounced as two syllables or with a syllabic 
[r]. 

(iii) mammary has three full syllables and does not undergo reduction. 
 

 

 As seen in (1i-iii) the extent of sound change varies along a continuum based on 

token frequency where more frequent words are more affected than less frequent words. If 

phonological information were not lexically based, all of these words would be affected 

regardless of the frequency with which they show up in the English language.  

 Bybee’s (2001) theory of lexically-based phonology does not eradicate the concept 

of generality in phonological representation. Generalizations are created along with 

phonetically specific representations which apply to new words that the child or learner 

encounters. Bybee calls these generalizations schemas (see Bybee, 1995). 

 Other researchers have created theoretical models of L1 acquisition that incorporate 

this notion of lexically-based phonology. Vihmen and Velleman (2000), affirm that 

children build phonologies through phonetic means. They discuss how children first 

develop favored production patterns that are adult-like in their languages while in the 

babbling stage. With the onset of lexical items, children are able to start comparing distinctive 

sounds that later constitute ‘phonemes’. In an experiment involving L1 English, French, and Finnish 
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gemmination, they show that when children have a lexicon of around 25 words (as noted by the 

children’s parents), they begin to show segmental differentiation across languages (operationalized 

in distinctions in consonantal length in Finnish and no distinction in French or English). At this 

point children form what Vihmen and Velleman call word-templates (a form of construction). 

Word-templates are productive pronounceable patterns that children apply to new words. These 

templates can also lead to mispronunciations for a time until children abstract a greater diversity of 

distinctions by exposure to more types. Vihmen and Velleman also mention that speakers 

eventually outgrow word-templates because they become less useful with more input. 

 While Vihmen and Velleman’s (2000) developmental model does not necessarily 

posit lexically-based phonology throughout development into adult language, their study 

shows the intimate role that lexical items play in the development of phonology. This 

model also shows how phonology is originally tied to lexical items before word-templates 

are created. To compare Bybee’s (2001) theory with Vihmen and Velleman’s 

developmental model, word-templates can be equated with schemas, which are also used 

productively. From these theoretical positions, I posit that at least at a certain point of 

development (until enough tokens are encountered for word-templates/schemas to be 

created and generalized) phonological variation is lexically-based. 

 Metsala and Walley (1998) also propose a model of L1 segmental acquisition that 

centers on lexical items and lends itself to phonemic awareness in the development of 

reading skills. The lexical restructuring model claims that, at first, words are unanalyzed 

and have a more holistic representation. Gradually, children restructure these word-specific 

representations into segments. Because of the nature of a lexically-based representation at 

first, early acquired words have a more detailed representation than late-learned items. 

Frequency also plays an important role in which lexical items (and therefore which phones) 
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are more robustly represented. These basic tenets of their model led Metsala and Walley to 

state that:  

 

…words that are acquired at a young age, as well as words that are heard 

frequently, are assumed to undergo more extensive segmental restructuring and to 

be recognized better by children (in more adultlike manner) than are later-acquired 

or infrequently encountered words. (pg. 101-102) 

 

In other words, early-acquired words have a more detailed, and arguably more engrained, 

phonetic representation than late-acquired words that have a more abstract segmental 

representation. This difference between early-acquired and late-acquired lexical items is the 

reason for a more extensive segmental restructuring for early-acquired words. 

If we assume that the same basic mechanisms that drive L1 acquisition also drive 

L2 acquisition (N. C. Ellis,  2008), the effect of a more detailed representation, at least at 

early stages of L2 phonological acquisition, should hold for early-learned words as opposed 

to late-learned words. In a study on the constraints on L1 transfer in L2 phonological 

acquisition, Hammarberg (1997) mentions that one of the many factors that influence L2 

pronunciation is lexical elements and that this factor may compete and otherwise interact 

with other factors (e.g, phonological, orthographic, morphological, etc.). He shows that one 

of the strategies to pronunciation acquisition is lexically-based. Evidence from L1 German 

speakers learning Swedish who transferred L1 pronunciations in cognates more than non-

cognates supports this idea. Hammerburg shows that this strategy decreases over time.  

 Another possible application of lexically-based phonological structure is to explain 

variation found at certain stages of L2 phonology acquisition. Trofimovich, Gatbanton, and 
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Segalowitz (2007) studied the acquisition of [�] by L1 French learners of English. The 

results of their study showed that the process imperfectly follows an implication scale 

beginning with phonetic contexts that are less perceptually difficult and moving to contexts 

that are more perceptually difficult. Learners at the first stage were highly inaccurate, 

moving to variability in easy-to-perceive contexts progressing to harder-to-perceive 

contexts. Learners were then able to produce target-like articulations in the easier contexts 

while a high degree of variability was still prominent in harder contexts. Finally, learners 

produced target-like articulations in all contexts. In explaining their results, Trofimovich, 

Gatbanton, and Segalowitz mention that other factors play into variability besides perceptual 

difficulty. One of those factors may be that early-learned words are less accurate than late-learned 

words, which would cut across an implication scale based on perceptual difficulty.  

 

3. Entrenchment 

Although the literature review thus far has suggested that L1 and L2 phonology 

acquisition may be intimately linked to lexical items, and indeed is lexically-based 

according to Bybee (2001), another L2 acquisition theory is necessary to explain why 

early-learned lexical items may be less accurately produced than late-learned items by L2 

learners. Entrenchment is a well-known concept among researchers working in a 

functional/cognitive paradigm of linguistics (Lowie & Verspoor, 2004).  A construction that 

is entrenched is one that has been accessed many times resulting in a fine tuned neural 

pathway which eases subsequent access and speeds up processing time. Entrenchment of a 

construction is the result of its high frequency in the input and usage (N.C. Ellis, 2008; R. 

Ellis, 2008; Lowie & Verspoor, 2004). In a study on the second language acquisition of 
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Dutch and English, Lowie and Verspoor (2004) showed that semantic mappings of 

prepositions at first overlap and then move to a more target-like representation. They claim 

that their results show that entrenched prepositions have a higher level of activation 

(represented by form-meaning mappings for L1 prepositions) than a construction that is not 

entrenched (represented by form-meaning mappings for L2 prepositions).  

N. C. Ellis (2006, 2008) discusses the implications of entrenchment on L2 

acquisition. Because speakers have sufficient experience with their L1, language becomes 

fluent and accurate because a high degree of entrenchment has taken place. The 

entrenchment then becomes an obstacle for subsequent language learning. Because 

linguistic elements (or forms) have already been mapped to concepts (or meanings) in the 

L1, further mapping is inhibited. This inhibition for second and subsequent languages is the 

basic distinction between L1 and subsequent language acquisition. The acquisition 

mechanisms for both L1 and L2 are essentially the same. The difference between L1 and 

L2 acquisition is that the cognitive system of children acquiring their L1 constitutes a 

tabula rasa and L2 learners’ cognitive systems constitute a tabula repleta. Previously 

learned form-meaning mappings from the L1 inhibit subsequent mappings because 

previously learned forms compete with new forms. This debilitating inhibitory effect on 

learning has been called ‘proactive inhibition’ (PI) because older material is proactively 

inhibiting newer material.  

Entrenchment of the L1, then, is precisely what creates L1 transfer (negative and 

positive transfer) and is a feature of fossilization (R. Ellis, 2008). Given the processes that 

form entrenchment, it can also be extended to L2 forms and eventually may be what allows 

certain frequent forms to be used by L2 learners in a fluent, target-like way. This is what R. 
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Ellis’s assertion about fossilization encapsulates; fossilization is essentially entrenched non-

target-like L2 forms that have been used enough that their existence inhibits (but not 

necessarily always completely blocks) the acquisition of target-like forms. 

Kuhl (2000, 2010), Kuhl, Conboy, Padden, Nelson, and Pruitt (2005), Kuhl, Tsao, 

and Liu (2003), Kuhl et al. (2006, 2008), and Iverson et al. (2003) have shown that L1 

phonological acquisition follows the same processes as described above with regards to 

entrenchment. The term used by these researchers for L1 phonological learning is neural 

commitment. Neural commitment entails perception of L2 phonetic material and the 

creation of category prototypes. The perceptual space surrounding these prototypes shrinks 

so that children become more sensitive of native phonological distinctions at the borders 

between phonological prototypes and less sensitive near the prototypes. This pattern of 

native perceptual space is then neurally committed to by the time adulthood sets in. 

Native language neural commitment for phonology inhibits subsequent native-like 

acquisition of an L2 phonology because it means that L2 phones are perceived as L1 

prototypes. Neural commitment is the phonology specific version of entrenchment. Only 

with increased experience with L2 phones can speakers’ neural networks create new 

categories for L2 phonological perception. 

Taking lexically-based phonological representations and entrenchment effects (L1 

as well as L2) into consideration, predictions of the development of L2 phonology would 

indicate that L2 learners would first apply L1 phones to early-learned words. Because 

early-learned words are subject to higher frequency than late-learned or new words, these 

words would be more entrenched in the L2 learners system compared to late-learned or 

new words. As L2 learners’ phonological development proceeds, learners learn target-like 
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segments and these pronunciations begin to diffuse through the lexicon just as 

Trofimovich, Gatbonton, and Segalowitz (2007) showed. However, because of the 

lexically-based nature of phonology and the entrenched non-target-like pronunciations, 

learners will continue to mispronounce early-learned words until the frequency of target-

like pronunciations (in production) override the competition presented by early-learned 

entrenched pronunciations. 

The current study attempts to test the hypothesis that early-learned words in L2 

vocabulary will be continue to be mispronounced more than late-learned or new words. 

Because this hypothesis is broad, the current study initiates testing by looking at one 

particular phonological item in L2 Spanish that L1 English speakers find difficult to 

acquire—Spanish rhotics. The specific research questions that this study addresses are: 

1) Do L1 English speakers learning Spanish more accurately produce rhotics in 

words that are late-learned or new than those that are early-learned? 

2) Are some early-learned lexical items less accurate across learners than others? 

 

4. Pilot study 

This pilot study begins to answer the research questions by analyzing the speech of 

ten advanced-intermediate Spanish students that accurately produce both Spanish rhotics, 

taps [�] and trills [r]. Three possible rhotic phones are predicted to occur in Spanish rhotic 

contexts—both Spanish rhotics and the English rhotic [�]. The realization of these phones 

in Spanish rhotic contexts has been observed in L2 learners’ speech by various researchers 

(e.g., Face, 2006; Olsen, 2010; Rose, 2010). The normal developmental sequence that has 

been described by Face (2006) and Rose (2010) is that English rhotics are produced at first, 
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followed by taps in both tap and trill contexts. Later, learners begin to distinguish between 

taps and trills and produce trills in target language contexts. Understanding this is important 

for this study because the prediction that the theoretical positions described above is that L1 

English learners of Spanish will produce English rhotics and taps in trill contexts with 

early-learned words and will produce trills in the correct contexts with late-learned words. 

 

4.1. Participants 

In order to answer the research questions, data from ten L1 English speakers 

enrolled in advanced-intermediate Spanish as a foreign language classes at the university 

level was analyzed. The data came from a study by Olsen (2010) on the phonological and 

physiological articulatory influence of Ll English rhotics in Spanish rhotic acquisition. The 

particular participants were chosen because of their ability to accurately produce taps and 

trills over 40% of the time. Although 40% may seem low, Spanish trills are acquired 

relatively late (Face, 2006) and for intermediate speakers 40% accuracy is considered 

normal as Spanish rhotics are still developing. This stage is also essential for the current 

study since, as the lexical restructuring model (Metsala & Walley, 1998) suggests, learners 

eventually acquire target phones in all contexts.  

 

4.2. Procedures 

 Participants recorded themselves reading a text in Spanish (see Apendix) written by 

the investigator, which contained twenty-nine trills and thirty-one taps in intervocalic 

position within words. They accomplished this task on Macintosh computers equipped with 

headsets using Audio Recorder 3.2. All recordings were analyzed using Praat (Boersma & 
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Weenink, 2009). Successful taps were counted when there was a clear closure of the vocal 

tract indicated in the spectrogram by a brief break in the simultaneous formant structures. 

Successful trills were counted following Solé (2002), Barry (1997), and Blecua (1999); 

when there were at least two successive closures of the vocal tract were evident. Figure 5 

shows an example of an accurate tap articulation and Figure 6 is an example of an accurate 

trill articulation. Other instantiations of rhotics were English rhotic articulations and were 

counted as such. 

 

Figure 1. Example of accurate tap articulation 

 

Figure 2. Example of accurate trill articulation 

 

The Spanish lexical items containing rhotics were divided into early-learned words 

and late-learned words/new words based on the order of presentation by two Spanish text 

books Mosiacos (Castells, Guzmán, Lapuerta, & García, 2006), a book used in beginning 

Spanish classes used in university classes, and Enfoques (Blanco & Colbert, 2008), an 

intermediate book used in university classes. Table 1 shows the words in order of their 

presentation in the book chapters. All of the late-learned/new words are words that either 
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were found in Enfoques, but not part of the focused vocabulary in any chapter or words that 

were not found in either book. Accuracy rates were calculated by dividing the number of 

accurately produced taps and trills by the number of tap and trill contexts respectively per 

word for each speaker. 

 

Table 1: Words containing intervocalic taps and trills from the reading text (M=Mosiacios, E=Enfoques) 
Early words (translations) Chapter and Book Late/new words (translations) Chapter and Book 
horas (hours) Preliminary-M coro (choir) Mentioned in E 
para (for) 1-M arrancar (to start) Mentioned in E 
pero (but) 1-M ocurrieron (they occurred) Mentioned in E 
varios (various) 1-M torre (tower) N/A 
ahora (now) 2-M terriblemente (terribly) N/A 
corro (I run) 3-M corregido (corrected)  N/A 
corriendo (running) 3-M ferrocarril (railroad) N/A 
perro (dog) 5-M extraordinarios (extraordinary) N/A 
barrios (neighborhoods) 5-M barriga (gut) N/A 
parecía  (appeared) 6-M paralela (parallel) N/A 
gorras (caps) 6-M aterrizaje (landing) N/A 
esperando (waiting) 9-M agarrar (to grab) N/A 
carro (car) 12-M burros (donkeys) N/A 
llegaríamos (might arrive) 13-M irregularidad (irregularity) N/A 
tierra (earth) 15-M jarras  (jars) N/A 
aterrizar  (to land) 15-M enderezó (straitened) N/A 
inesperados (unexpected) 3-E enfureció (infuriated) N/A 
tiró (threw) 5-E terrorífico (horrific) N/A 
hubiera  (would have) 10-E perrero (dog catcher) N/A 
transcurren (to pass) 10-E girarse (to turn) N/A 

 

4.3. Results 

Non-parametric tests were used to test whether participants more accurately 

produced Spanish rhotics in late-learned/new words than in early-learned words because of 

the small number of participants in this pilot study. All statistical tests were set at an alpha 

level of .05. Median accuracy rates on words containing taps were compared using a 

related samples Wilcoxon signed ranks test. This test revealed that taps in early-learned 



words (Mdn= 0.91) were significantly 

(Mdn= 0.72), Z= 2.113, p

ratings. 

Figure 3. Medians of Early

 

Due to the fact that trills are acquired late in the developmental sequence, trills were 

also calculated to see if there was a significant difference for 

Wilcoxon signed ranks test revealed that early

not significantly different from late

Figure 4 shows the medians of participants’ accuracy 
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were significantly more accurate than taps in late-

p= .035. Figure 3 shows the medians of participants’ acc

Medians of Early-learned and late-learned/new words containing taps

Due to the fact that trills are acquired late in the developmental sequence, trills were 

to see if there was a significant difference for trills. 

Wilcoxon signed ranks test revealed that early-learned words with trills (

not significantly different from late-learned/new words (Mdn= 0.39), 

Figure 4 shows the medians of participants’ accuracy ratings. 

-learned/new words 

. Figure 3 shows the medians of participants’ accuracy 

 

containing taps 

Due to the fact that trills are acquired late in the developmental sequence, trills were 

 A related samples 

learned words with trills (Mdn= 0.21) were 

= 0.39), Z=1.072, p= .284. 



Figure 4. Medians of Early

 

Because late-learned/new trills were more accurate (though not statistically 

significant), paired-sample 

accuracy rates for early-learned and late

the participants, trill accuracy was significantly b
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Medians of Early-learned and late-learned/new words containing trills

learned/new trills were more accurate (though not statistically 

sample t-tests were performed for each participant comparing 

learned and late-learned/new words. Table 2 shows that for three of 

the participants, trill accuracy was significantly better in late-learned/new words.

 

learned/new words containing trills 

learned/new trills were more accurate (though not statistically 

tests were performed for each participant comparing their 

learned/new words. Table 2 shows that for three of 

learned/new words. 
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Table 2: Accuracy rate for trills per participant *=significantly higher on late 
trills as shown by t-test 
Participant Mean early trills (SD) Mean late trills (SD) P value 

1 .75(.36) .83(.38) .513 
2 .08(.23) .44(.51) .010* 
3 .08(.23) .22(.43) .157 
4 .50(.42) .28(.46) .007 
5 .17(.31) .11(.32) .010 
6 .00(--) .44(.51) .002* 
7 .17(.31) .61(.50) .004* 
8 .50(.42) .67(.49) .286 
9 .25(.36) .11(.32) .028 
10 .50(.42) .33(.49) .010 

 

Accuracy rates were also calculated for each word in the text to see whether 

participants consistently produced target Spanish rhotics accurately for some words and not 

for others. Table 3 provides a list of the words containing taps along with an accuracy rate 

per word. Table 4 shows only the words that contain trills. As shown in Tables 3 and 4, 

there is no noticeable pattern between accuracy rates per word and whether that word is 

early-learned or late-learned/new. Some early-learned words are highly accurate while 

others are low. Table 4 shows this same trend with late-learned/new words.  

 

Table 3: Percentage of participants accurate production per word for taps 
Early words (translations) Accuracy rate Late/new words (translations) Accuracy rate 

horas (hours) 1.00 coro (choir) .80 
para (for) .95 ocurrieron (they occurred) .60 
pero (but) .95 extraordinarios (extraordinary) .65 
varios (various) .90 paralela (parallel) 1.00 
ahora (now) .83 irregularidad (irregularity) .60 
parecía  (appeared) .80 enderezó (straitened) .90 
esperando (waiting) .90 enfureció (infuriated) .70 
llegaríamos (might arrive) .80 terrorífico (horrific) .80 
tierra (earth) .30 perrero (dog catcher) .83 
inesperados (unexpected) .80 girarse (to turn) .70 
tiró (threw) .70   
hubiera  (would have) .80   
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Table 4: Percentage of participants accurate production per word for trills 
Early words (translations) Accuracy rate Late/new words (translations) Accuracy rate 
corro (I run) .50 arrancar (to start) .60 
corriendo (running) .30 ocurrieron (they occurred) .45 
perro (dog) .33 torre (tower) .40 
barrios (neighborhoods) .10 terriblemente (terribly) .10 
gorras (caps) .10 corregido (corrected)  .20 
carro (car) .40 ferrocarril (railroad) .40 
tierra (earth) .30 barriga (gut) .70 
aterrizar  (to land) .10 aterrizaje (landing) .30 
transcurren (to pass) .40 agarrar (to grab) .60 
  burros (donkeys) .30 
  irregularidad (irregularity) .45 
  jarras  (jars) .40 
  terrorífico (horrific) .75 
  perrero (dog catcher) .58 

 

 

5. Discussion 

Overall the results of this pilot study are somewhat mixed concerning the accuracy 

of early-learned words and late-learned/new words. The results regarding taps show that 

learners are more accurate with taps in early-learned words than in late-learned/new words, 

which lexically-based phonology and entrenchment do not necessarily predict. The results 

regarding trills do show that learners are more accurate with trills in late-learned/new 

words. However, because the medians are not significantly different, it is difficult to tell 

whether trills are actually more accurate in these words or if it is by chance that participants 

more correctly produced trills in the late-learned/new words in this study. Perhaps with a 

larger number of participants this trend could be fleshed out.  

That participants more accurately produced taps in early-learned words and more 

accurately produced trills in late-learned/new words begs an explanation. It is possible that 

these learners are at a stage where they have received enough input and practice to 

overcome L1 entrenchment and to be able to accurately produce taps in the correct context. 
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Early-learned words are more accurate than late-learned/new words because they are more 

entrenched (in the L2 phonology). One important qualitative point that needs to be made is 

that across all participants in many, trills were mistakenly realized where taps should have 

been realized in many cases. In other words, after trill acquisition, learners overgeneralized 

trill articulations to tap contexts. Because participants more accurately produced trills in 

late-learned/new words, it is possible that learners are in a stage of acquisition where they 

have not yet received enough input and practice to overcome the effects of entrenchment 

for trills.  

Although the median of the accuracy rate of trills in late-learned/new words was not 

significantly higher across all participants; that participants two, six, and seven did produce 

a significantly higher accuracy rate with trills in late-learned/new words is noteworthy. 

These participants clearly are more accurate with late-learned/new words than early-learned 

words, which is what Bybee’s (2001) lexically-based theory coupled with entrenchment of 

incorrect pronunciations would predict. Because only a few participants demonstrated this 

phenomenon, it woud be interesting to find out why these particular learners showed this 

effect. Taking known individual difference factors that influence language learning such as 

aptitude, cognitive style, and memory capacity (R. Ellis, 2008) may provide insights into 

why some learners show this effect while others do not. 

As for the accuracy rates per word, results showed that there were no noticeable 

patterns across early-learned and late-learned/new words. Participants were more accurate 

with some words than with other words; however, these results do not provide enough 

evidence to say that some words are significantly more accurately produced than other 

words. With a larger sample size of participants, better evidence of the accuracy of 
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particular words might be obtained and possibly indicate what factors contribute to why 

some words may be more accurate across learners. 

 

6. Conclusion 

Overall, the results from this pilot study do not provide strong evidence in favor of 

the predictions made by lexically-based phonology in conjunction with entrenchment. 

Looking at trill production, however, there seems to be a trend towards the predictions 

made by these theoretical concepts. Perhaps with a more statistically robust sample size, 

stronger evidence might be found in support of these theoretical concepts. Evidence for 

whether particular words are more accurately produced across learners may also be 

obtained with a larger sample size. 

This pilot study has shown that the combined predictions of lexically-based 

phonology and entrenchment merit further investigation. This study also brings up 

questions about why certain learners may be more accurate with late-learned/new words 

than early-learned words while other learners do not show this phenomenon. Proficiency 

and other individual differences may contribute to whether learners are able to be more 

accurate with all words or learn L2 phonology word-by-word. More research should look at 

the predictions of lexically-based phonology in conjunction with entrenchment for a better 

picture of L2 phonology acquisition. 

Findings of such research are relevant to L2 pedagogy. If early-learned words 

persist in being mispronounced because they have been learned incorrectly (before 

acquiring the ability to produce certain phones contained in the word), it is imperative that 

L2 phonetic instruction be introduced at an early stage in L2 learning. Early intervention in 
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pedagogy may help diminish mispronunciation and allow learners to more fully acquire a 

target L2 phonology because it diminishes the ability for mispronounciations to become 

entrenched in the learners developing L2 system. 
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Apendix 

Días extraordinarios 

A veces la vida nos sorprende con eventos inesperados. Sin embargo, a fin de cuentas, no importa 

tanto lo que nos pasa, sino como reaccionamos a los eventos que son relativamente 

extraordinarios. Por ejemplo, la semana pasada me ocurrieron varios acontecimientos 

extraordinarios.  Había viajado para cantar con un coro (trabajamos como burros) y cuando 

regresaba, el avión en que estaba empezó a girarse violentamente sin razón. La azafata hizo un 

anuncio repentino para decir que el torre control había advertido que no se podía aterrizar 

fácilmente y que llegaríamos a tierra firme con dificultad. Minutos después, aunque sentí  pasar 

horas, el avión se enderezó y llegamos a la pista sin problema. Si no se hubiera corregido el avión, 

habría terminado todo terriblemente. Pero con todo el ruido que causaba la gente en el avión, yo 

me sentía tranquilo esperando nuestra llegada y ahora no sufro tanto del trauma emocional como 

algunos de mis colegas que ahora tienen que tomar jarras de medicina como tratamiento y solo se 

quedan en sus propios barrios. 

Otro ejemplo de los efectos de reacciones a eventos inesperados que transcurren en nuestras 

vidas se puede ver en lo que me aconteció dos días después del  terrorífico aterrizaje. Yo 

manejaba mi carro en una calle paralela al ferrocarril donde corro cada día cuando vi un perro 

tratando de arrancar una rama que estaba atrapada en una canasta llena de gorras. Si esta visión 

no provoca un sentimiento de irregularidad, sigo con la descripción. De repente, un perrero vino 

corriendo con una red grandota en la mano levantada como para agarrar al perro. Tiró la red, pero 

no alcanzó al perro y como una lanza medieval, el mango le dio al perrero redondo en la barriga. El 

perro mordió al perrero y éste se enfureció.  Parecía que los dos sufrían de la rabia. Ahora mi 

amigo el perrero siempre anda enojado porque reaccionó de una forma radical. Así vemos las 

consecuencias del autocontrol, o la falta del mismo, con respecto a los días extraordinarios de 

nuestras vidas. 
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